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Clause 4

Strike out the heading preceding clause 4, on page 6, and

substitute the following therefor:

"APPLICATION"

Strike out line 21, on page 6, and substitute the following
theref or:

"prescribed by the regulations for the purposes of that

province."

Strike out lines 35 to 37 inclusive, on page 6, and substi-

tute the following theref or:

"entered into, this Act is binding in accordance with the terms of

the agreement and the guidelines apply in accordance with the

terms thereof with effect on and after the day on and after which

the guidelines apply, by virtue of the operation of this Act, with

respect to Her Majesty in right of Canada."

Add immediately after line 43, on page 7, the following

clauses:

"4.1 (1) Any body that, pursuant to any other Act or law,

establishes or approves the prices or profit margins of any supplier

or person to whom the guidelines or any provision or provisions of

the guidelines apply or that establishes or approves any base from

which or basis on which any such price or profit margin is

calculated shall, in exercising its powers and performing its duties

and functions, apply such of the guidelines as are applicable in

the circumstances modified to such extent, if any, as, in the

opinion of the body, is necessary to take into account the particu-

lar facts of the situation; and, to the extent that those guidelines

are inconsistent with any Act or law otherwise governing that

body in the exercise of its powers and the performance of its duties

and functions, the guidelines prevail.

(2) The Anti-Inflation Board shall not perform the duties and

functions or exercise the powers set out in sections 12 and 13 in

relation to any price or profit margin that is affected or regulated

in a manner referred to in subsection (1).

4.2 Notwithstanding any other Act or any other provision of

this Act, no increase in compensation shall be paid to a person

pursuant to the Senate and House of Commons Act, the Salaries Act

and the Parliamentary Secretaries Act, or any of those Acts, in an

aggregate amount or at a rate that would constitute or result in a

contravention of the guidelines."

Delete subsection 4(5), on page 7, and renumber the

present subsection 4(6) as subsection 4(5).

Add immediately after section 4.2, on page 7, the follow-

ing heading and subsection:

"AGREEMENTS TO FACILITATE COOPERATION IN

ADMINISTRATION AND ENFORCEMENT;
BOOKS AND RECORDS

5. (1) The Minister may, with the approval of the Governor in

Council, enter into an agreement with the government of a

province for the purpose of facilitating, in such manner as is

provided for in the agreement or by or under any law of the

province, cooperation between Canada and the province with

respect to the administration and enforcement of the guidelines

within that province."

Renumber the present Clause 5, on page 7, as Clause

5(2).

Clause 12

Strike out lines 28 to 34 inclusive, on page 10, and

substitute the following theref or:

"(d) where, in its opinion, consultations and negotiations under

paragraph (c) have failed or are likely to fail to modify an actual

or proposed change in prices, profits, compensation or dividends

to bring it within the limits of the guidelines and it is not

satisfied that there are circumstances that, based on the par-

ticular facts of the situation, justify the actual or proposed

change in prices, profits, compensation or dividends, refer the

matter to the Administrator for consideration by him;"

Add immediately after line 49, on page 10, the following

subclause:

"(1,1) Notwithstanding paragraph (lXc), the Anti-Inflation

Board may exercise the powers set forth in that paragraph and

paragraph (lXd) in relation to an actual or proposed change in

(a) a price or profit margin of a supplier or person described in

subparagraph 3(2XaXiii) or (iv),

(b) a price or profit margin of a supplier declared by order of the

Governor in Council pursuant to subparagraph 3(2XaXv) to be of

strategic importance to the containment and reduction of infla-

tion in Canada, or

(c) the compensation of an employee described in subparagraph

3(2XbXii), of a person carrying on business in the construction

industry who employs twenty or more persons in Canada or of a

supplier referred to in paragraph (b),

whether or not it is of the opinion that the change is likely to have

a significant impact on the economy of Canada."

Strike out lines 9 to 14 inclusive, on page 11, and substi-

tute the following theref or:

"(a) by reason of the fact that

(i) such supplier or all or any of such suppliers bargain

collectively in association with one or more other suppliers,

either directly or through an employer's association, for an

agreement as to terms or conditions of employment of all or

any of their employees, or

(ii) all or any of the employees of any such supplier bargain

collectively in association with employees of one or more

other suppliers for an agreement as to terms and conditions

of their employment, or"

Strike out line 20, on page 11, and substitute the follow-

ing therefor:
"graph 3(2XaXv) in respect thereof; and the"

Clause 13

Strike out line 47, on page 11, and substitute the follow-

ing therefor:
"notice to file with the Board, in a form specified in the notice,

such informa-"

Strike out line 8, on page 12, and substitute the following

theref or:
"requiring him or it to file with the Board, in a form specified in

the notice,"


